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Abstract

A Comparison of School Personnel and Public Citizens of Middle

Tennessee Toward the Teaching of Evolution in the Schools

Some Historical Perspectives

by

Richard K. Fletcher, Jr. Ed.D.
Associated Professor

Secondary Education and Foundations
Tennessee'Technological University

Data were collected via an opinionnaire during the Fall Quarter

of 1975 from participants living in the Middle Tennessee Area

ranging from near Nashville to Knoxville, Tennessee. The sample

was not randomly selected but an effort Alas made to.include

persons from various (adult) age groups, sexes, occupations and

educational levels. The majority 'of the 404 who responded to

the opinionnaire came from rural or small toWn environments,

were female, were less than 35 years of age and were either

college students'or teachers. The analysis across groups for

sex, age, occupation, residential background and educatidnal

level of-attainment is included in the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The teaching. of evolution.inthe schools has and con-

tinues to be a topic which quickly generates'an evangelistic

frame o.f mind within many- --individuals.. WheYtHis occurs,

egos are set and whatever elssopappens surely does not
-

promote any form of investigation which resembles scientific

thinking. Science teachers in the secondary schools are the

individuals who are most likely to find themgelves caught

between this perpetual "rock and a hard place." How'to

approach the teachirig of theories relating.to the evolution

of life without falling into the 'trap' of leading to .argu-

mentation may well be one of the most difficult questions

facing many teachers, especially those' who teach

communities populated with high percentages of individuals.

who follow certain fundamental religious creeds: To show

that this problem is not a new one and that it still exists

is one of the prirftry purposes for this paper. %

Any brief review of the history of science will quickly

convince:anyone that forms' of donventional wisdom usually

embodied in some form of relgious,heritage or belief have

always existed. Leaders.of groups who represent widely as

well' as narrowly accepted views have consistently opposed

ideas which focus attention on alternate explanations for

events and ideas. Such notable scientists as Copernicus,

Galileo and Darwin have bee'n subjected to their share of

5
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criticism as have other scientists who are ever seeking,to

unveil, the robe of truth yet a little more. Teachers who

- dare approach. the teaching of science or any of its indi-

vidual disciplines such as biology or geology are sail

subject to some of the same critici 'sms offered centuries__

ago-. - Seldom do they encounter the same problems faced by

Galileo or the.blesphemy which would have been ringing in

the ears of Copernicus had he not waited until his deathbed

to publish his wolks. Many individuals who accept without

question the scientific concepts advocated by these 'giants'

onwhose shoulders Newton stoodjare the same individuals

who will have' no part of the theory of evolutiolh'though

it was derived. by the same-scientific process by Charles

Darwin.
4

One of the most difficult problems which has faced man-
%

kind for many centuries has been the tendency to follow

thinking pattern which is teleological in nature,' that is,

to believe ,that all things including natural phenomena ,are

determined by an over -all purpose in nature and all things

are directed .toward a definite purpose or end. The belief

in a God controlled universe is not the problem as much as

- :

the ipfiexibility in pbsition taken by-those who choose to

determine what the purpose really When groups of in-

dividuals decide that they know wbat is right and refuse to

allow any lform of new evidence, to,be,considerea they will

stubbornly defend their.thinking at all costs. Some of the

6
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absolute truths which have been defended by most of mankind

in their eras of time include the belief that the earth is

the center of the universe, heavy bodies will fall faster

than lighter- bodies , organisms are spontaneously generated,

__planetary bodies are perfectly smZEnations and (even

Copernicus believed) travel in perfectly circular orbits

around the sun, and man and all ferms of life on the earth

were created as they now are. The last of these beliefs is

still probably a part of the thinking of-a majority of

individuals in the united States as of this date. It took

centuries to overcome the thinking of the masses regdrding

many of the other dogmas and there is little doubt that

centuries will pass before the theory of evolution will be'

more commonly accepted than its counter explanation, the

creationists "viewpoint.

This year our country is celebrating its 200th birthday.

The theme of this conventiOn centers on the prOgress which

has begn made over the past two centuries. Consistent wit40,

the theme, this writer will attempt to parallel the thinking

in America regarding the, origin of life over the same period

of time. The prevaili'ng,seientific explanations for the

origin of life at the time of the signing of-the Declaration

of IndependericNincluded the unification of scientific ideas

such as that of catastrophism Which had been ardently sup-

ported by such notable individuals as Cuvier of France, a

most influential naturalist, and the Biblical account. These

7
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ideas were particularly popular since they were Most easily

fitted intp the time frame then accepted as the age of the

earth of approximatly 6000 years.4Dott and Batten, p. 82).

- The lack of knowledge relating to the magnitude of the

diversity of species and the now recognied time frame for

the geological periods made if speculative indeed for anyone
441

to approach anything similar to what is now generally acs.

.cepted as a theory of evolution. The works of individuals

such as Buffon of France and Erasmus Darwin of Great'Britain,

grandfather of Charles Darwin, were .51-Iewhat influential in

centering the thoughts of a few scientists andphilosophers

on ideas which were relatedto evolution. The ideas Of

Lamarck, published in 1809, gained some popularity but very

.little in comparison to the more widely accepted theories

centered on catastrophism and spread with great fervor by

men such as Abraham Werner. (Eicher, p. 6). Lamarck proposed

that changes in the environment will lead to changes irk -the

needs of organisms.' (Dott and Batten, P. 81). Though he'

was filled with ideas he had little experimental doCUmenta=,

tion to support his thesis and as a result.did.not gain any

substantial support for his ideas.

The last 15 years of the 18th century also included

,another publication which was to become. one of the most

sigriificant influendes to the field of geology. .Thq theory

of uniformitarianism was promoted by Hutton and later

amplified by Lyell in his publication of Ptinciples of

8
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Geology in 1830.' This idea was foreign to the much more

acceptg0 theories based on catastrophism but has been accepted

as :Otne ef Ihe supporting bases for the theory of evolution,

and the knowledge which led Huttp. and Lye)l to promote the

idea of uniformitarianism has since been multiplied several

bald and the concept-has someWhat -appplanteid the older views

of catastrophism. Much recent work has now revealed that

forms of catastrophism have also occurred within the long

time frame documented by uniformitarianism. (Kauffman, pp:

13-17). The idea of a mun longer time span than 6000 ymars

was-first offered by Buffon who estimated the Age of the

earth to be 75,000 years. This estimate was changed to

Millions of years as a result of the introduction of the new

concept of unifotmitarianism. (Dbtt and Batten, p. 97).

On February 12, 1809, two men were born: Abraham .Lincoln

and Charles DarWin, (Dott and Batten). One of the men is

lauded with constant prais'eland the other is lavished with

both praise and criticism. In general, the scientific

-community' recognizes Charles Darwin as a geriius who broke

'the intellectual barrier which had-tied man's thinking to a

constant attempt to offer scientific support fc4r already

accepted truths, namOly, certain religious creeds. His fiery

careful.documentation of each scientific -concept which he
V.

introduced was a first major breakthrough for support for

the theory of evolution. Here was an ipdividual who had

collected dataduring his voyages In the' 1830's and had

. 9
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meticulously analyzed the data.-and had devised an experijnen-

tally sound basis for supporting his theory. HIs_firstpub-
.. .10

lication was jointly sponsored by A. R. Wallace who had

arrived at the same theory at a slightly earlier date and

had been persuaded by Darwin's friends to jointly publis

At with him.(Dott'and Batten, p. 84). The major thesis of

his theory was supportive of the already existing concept

of natural selection. The publication of th% major volumes

of his study in 1859 has stimulated constant growth. in the

biological and geological sciences in spite of the forces

which have continuousli fought-to attain recognition for *,

the Views relating to creationism whieh his work undermined-

, His wor s quickly became widely known and recognized through

the efforts a most vocal lectuier and debater named T.

H. Huxley. ( ott'and Batten p. 84).

. The past one huOred'years have been noted for un-

precedented change at a result of an increasing expansion

of knowledge in all fields of science and technology. The

support for scientific research and development and the

general belief of the citizenry in the notion that what

science produces is go od for the country has prevailed for

the most part. Concerns for the environment have been

manifested in the pre-World War II period and have recently

been amplified by scientific documentation for some of the

menaces brought on by the scientific and technological.
-1

society in which we live. ane enjoy. powever, intellectual

10'
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freedom in the secondakY schools and. to some extent in the

colleges and universities has not always been afforded its

rightful place. One of the battlegrounds which has offered
,

its quota of casualties is the battle to teach science as

it is known to'the scientist with tn emphasis on a continur4--

ous-and_open_searrh for new information. Unfortilnately one

must conclude that this has not been possible in many

secondary schools because such ideas as the theory of evolu-

tion have not been found.to be compatible with the religious

views of many individuals. The literature over the past one

htipdred years is filled with examples such as the notable'

Scopes Trial in Tennessee and many more recent attempts,to

thwart instruction in the science of biology. .Though the

Supreme Court ruled in 1968-in favor o4 a teacher, of Biology,

p, named, Mrs. Susan Epperson, within the past't*d years a law

e

has been passed again in the State of Tennessee which -re-

quired teachers of science to include Other theories of

creation as well as the theory of evolution in high school'

biology courses., This law has been found to be unconstitd-
.

tional by the Supreme Co.urt in the State of Tennessee. This

has not changed the.thinking of'individuals Within the,state
A

las is noted by the results which follow from an opinionnaire

r ,administered by this writer.

fi

RESULTS FROM THE ANALYSIS OF. THE OPINIONNAIRE

During the Fall Quarter of 1975. data were collected from'

404 individuals who live. in the middle and eastern regions

'of Tennessee: These individuals represent different

11.
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'age groups, sexes, occupations and educational levels. The
.

sample was not randomly selected from the population though

it represents certain groups within the area. It ig a better

representation Of freshman level college students and teachers

,.than of individuals in the population at large. The

individuals

propor-

tion of ndividuals who have educational backgrounds below the

high school level are least represented yet, these individuals

represent a proportionat'ely greater part of the population

than do any of the other grAps. It is recommended that in-
,

ference to_ th%population not be made since the sample is not'

representative. In spite of these weaknesses a number of

.interesting findings are presented.

The format used for the presentation includes (1) the

listing Of the item froM the opinionnaire; (2)^the frequency

and percentage of the responses across the categories spec-
,

\ified; 'and .(3) a discussion of any significant findings.

Items 1-5 are descriptive of the sample and are the basis

for comparisons which were made for the remaining items.
lc

Ti'crosstabulation and two way chi squared test was computed

to determine the distribution of respohse's over each cate-

gory for the first five items according to response on items

.67-15. The chi squared significancetest was used as a basis

foridetermining whether the distributions were different

from chance. Before computing chi squared over the categories

in items 1-5 for each .of the ratings in itemsv6-15, the

undecided choices (C) were eliminated from the calculations.

12
(
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The strongly agree and agree.choices (A and B) were combined

and compared to the combined choices (D and E) which represent

disagreement, thus making the significance test more straight-

forward and simplified.

1. Residential background (A) rural or small town (B)smali
city 5000-30000 population (C) urban area -over 30000

population

(A) 246 or 60.9% (B) 91 or 22.5% (C) 67 or 16.6%

. .

Significantly different responses across these categories

were determined for items 6,10,11 and,13. (These results

are discussed under those items.)

2. Age (A) 17-25 (B) 26-35 (C) 36-45 (D) over 45

(A) 166 or 41.2% (B) 120 or 29:8% (C) 41 or 10.2%

(D) 76 or 18.9%

Significantly different responses were made on the
categories on items 6,8,10,11,13 and 14.

3. Sex (A) Male (B) Female

(A) 178 or 44.4% (B)' 223 or 55.6%

_,Statistical significance was d9termined to exigt across,

these categories for items 8,10,11 and 13.

4. Occupational Status' (A) c llegestudent (B) teacher or
-school administrator (C) 0 her

.

(A) 109 Or 27;% (E).178 or'44.1% (C) .117

Statistical signfficance was cipfet0.ned,taexist across

these catdgories ibr:items 8,10,11,14 'and 15..
,

5; Le.vel of school attended (A) eIlementary (B) secondary.

(C) college (D) graduatekr!professidnal.

(A) 25 Or 6.2%- (B)' 65 or 16.1% (C) 146,or.36;1% (D) 168

. or 41.6%

Statistical. significance was determined to'exist.acrOss
these categories for items 6,8,11,14 and 15.

.13.
r
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',- For each of the following items the responderit was re-

, ,requested 'to rate each according to the scale:(The

. .all frequencies and percentages for each item are given

as well as the breakdown across categories for each com-
parison where significant differences occurred,)

IA) Strongly Agree (B) Agree (C) Undecided (D)" Disagreel7

(E). Strongly Disagree

6. The Bible is historically accurate.

(A) 163 or 40.31 (B) 153 or 37.9% (C) 46 or 11.4%

(D) 37 or 9.2% (E) 5 or 1.2%

The results indicate that an overwhelmingly statistically
significant majority of those who responded (78.2%) agreed

with the statement. Further analysis across the cate-
gories in items 1-5 indicated that statistical signifi-
cance beyond the_0.05 level wag obtained for items 1,2,

and 5. The profiles for each of these are listed below:

Item 11- Rural Small City Urban Area Total

Agreement 212(92.6%) 62(81.6%) 42(79.2%) 316(88.3%)

Disagreement 17(7.4%) 14(18.4%) 11 (20.8 %) 42(11.7%)

Chi squared = 11.56'sign. at 0.003 level with 2 degrees

of freedom

It is evident from the distributions that though agreement

was strong across each_ demographic breakdown that more dis-

agreement proportionately) is evident in the larger popu-
lation centers.

:Item 2. 17-25 26-35 36-45 over 45 Total

/
Agreement a22(90.4%) 96(87.3%) 29(74;4%) 68(93.2%) 315(88.2%)

.
.

Disagreement 13(9'.6%) 14(12.7%) 10(25.6%) 5(6.8%) 42(11.8%)

Chi squared 7 9.62 sign. at 0.02 level with 3 degrees.

ol4 freedom
.4 2.I.%

.
It is evident from the distribution that the major dif- s'

ferences exist in the distFibutions are in the middle:a0
groups, especially the grillipages 36745.

1p
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Item 5. Elem. Secondary College Grad or Prof Total

Agree 24(100%) 58(96.7%) 110(87.3%) 124(83.8%) 316(88.3%)

Disagree 0(0%) 2(3.3%). 16(12.7%) 24(16.2%) 42(11.7%)

Chi squared = 10.26 sign. at 0.02 level with 3 degrees 1

of freedom.

It is.evident from the distribution that general agree-
ment was much stronger than disagreement across educa-
tional levels. However, there is a significant trend
toward more disagreement with the higher educational

. 1 v 1.

7. .The Bible is scientifically accurate.
AW

(A) 88(21.9%) (.$) 82(20.4%) (C) 109(i7.1%) ID) 95(23.6%)
(E) 28(7.0%)

The results indicate that more -individuals agree with
the statement than disagree but a' chi scapated signifi-

cance test indicates that no statistically significant
differences exist between agreement and disagreement at

the 0.05 level. (chi squared = 3.77 with 1 degree of
freedom). Further analysis* across the categories in

items 1-5..indfcated no gignificant differences.

M. I hve an excellent understand of scientific theories '

of evolution.

. (A) 34(.8.5%) (B) 140(34.8%) (C) 82(20.4i) (b) 119(.29.6
(E) 27,(6.7 %)

The, results show no significant differenCes between,
agreement and disagreement at the 0.05level of signifi-
cance. (chi -squared = 1.23 with df = 1)
Further analysis across the categories in items 1-5 re-

.
vealed that significant differeAces existed for items

2,3,4 and5,. The distributions for each of these are.
listed below:

.

Item 2. 17-35. -26-35 36-45 over 45 Total

Agree 80(58.4%) 58(66.7%) 10(29.4%) 26(42.6%) 174(54.5t)

Disagree 57(41.6%).29(33.3%) 24('70.6%) 35(57.4%) 145(45.5%)

-chi squared = 18.13 sign. at the 0.001 level with 3 degrees

of freedom

15
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The results indicate that, the younger groups tend to

agree more than to disagree with the statement Wile
the older groups tend to disagree rather than agree

',A with it.

Item 3. Male Female Total

Agreement 89(65.4% 83(45.6%) 172(54.1%)

Disagreement 47(34.6%) 99(54.4%) 146 (45.9%

.chi squared = 11.55 sign. at the 0.06 level with

11 degree of freedom

The /*sults indicate that male respondents tend to agree
with the'statement more than disagree while female
respondents tend to disagree more than agree with it.

Item 4. student teacher other total

. _

Agredment 60(63.8%) 71(3.8%) 43(45..7%) '174(54.4%)

Disagreement 34(36.2%) 61(46.2%) 51(54.3%) ".146(45.6%)

The results indicate that the student group believe

they understand the theory,of evolutiOn proportionately

,i- more than the other two groups. Those constituting the
other category were less in agreeMent-with the questibn
than in .disagreement while the other,two groups tended
to agree with it more than to disagree.

L

\Item S. Elem. Secondary College Grad or Prof. Total

= 6(28.,6%) 21(45.7%) 69 78(57.4% 174(54.4

Disdgree 15(71.4%) 25(54-3%) 48(41%) 58(42.6%) 146(45.6%-

chi squared = 8.53 sign. at the 0.05 level with'3
degrees of freedom

The results indicate that.individuas with higher
educational training tend to agree more with-the
statement while respondents, with-less education

tend to disagree'. -

16 ;
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9 I haVe an excellent understanding of the Biblical account

of creation.

(A) 124(30.8%) (8)184(45.7%) (C)42(10.4%) (D) 5(1.2%)

The results indicate that an overwhelming majority of
the group believe they have an excellent understanding
of the Biblical account of creation,-'This was consistent

across each category within the first five items result-
ing in no significant difftrences at the 0.05 level.

10. I believe man and ape descended from a commO ancestor.
a

(A)31.(7.7.5%) (B)57(14.1%) (C)78(19.4%) (D)93(23.1%)

(E) 144115.5%)

The results indicate'that a highly signific-aTA majority

of tho.e responding disagree with the statement. (chi
squared = 34.16 with 1 degree of freedom). Further
-analysis across the categories indicated that signifi-

cant differences existed on items 1,2,3 and.4. Inter-

'tstingly, there was no significant difference across

he educational levels in item-five beyond the 0.11 -

level of signifioance. The distributions for the sig-

nificant items are'listed below:

Item,l. Rural - Small City 'Urban Area Total

Agreement 40(19.6% 26(37.7%) 22(42.3%) 88(27.1 %)

Disagree 164(80.4% 43(61:3%) 30(57:7%) 237(72.9%)-.

chi squared = 15.80 sign: at the 0.001 level with 2
degrees of freedom

It is _evident from the distributions that respondents .

from rural areas tend to46sagree more strongly with
tliestatement than those from small cities and urban

areas.

Item 2. 17-35 26-35 36-45 -over 45 Total

Agree 42(35.0%) 31(32.0%) 4(10.5%) 11(15.9%) 8827.2%)

1

-Disagree 78(65.0%) 66(68'.0%) 34(89.5%) 58t84.1%) 236(72.8%)

chi squared 14.56 sign. at the 0.002 level with 3

"Lb degrees of, freedom
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It is evident from the -distributions that respondents
from the younger group 're not as strongly in disagree-
ment with the statement as are those rom the two older
age group.S.

Item 3. Male Female , Total-

Agreement 53(37.6%) 35(19.3%) 88(27.3%)

Disagreement'88(62.4%) 146(80.7%) 234(72.7%)'

Chi squared = 12.39 sign1.0Tat the 0.001 level with one
degree of freedom.

It is evident from the distributions that male respond-
ents are not as strongly in disagreement, with the state-
ment as are the female group.

Item 4. Student Teacher Other 'Total

Agreement 30(38%) '37(24.7 %) 21(21.9%) 88(27.1%)

Disagree 49(62.0%) 113(75.3%) '75(78.1%) 23'7(72:9%)

Chi squared = 6.51 sign. at the 0.05 level with 2 /

It is noted from the distributions that t dent group
were less strongly, in disagreement with t statement' than
the other two groups. j'he teacher group responded simi-
larly to the non-educator group with 75.3% of those who'
.rdacted to the item disagreeing with it..

degrees of freedom

11. I feel that it should be unlawful to teach evolution in
.4

the:publieschools.

,(A)68(16.9%) (E)43(10.7%) "(C)62i15.4%) (D)138(34.3%)
(E) 91(22:6%)

The results indicate that.a highly significant inajority
of those who responded disagree with the statement. (Chi

squared = 20.47 with 1 degree of freedom) Further analysis,
over the categories in items 1-5 resulted in significant
differences for all five items. The distributions for

each of these are included below:

18
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Item 1.- Rurdl Small City Urban Area Total

r-- Agreement 79(39.7%) 22(26.5%) 10(17.2%) 111(32.6%)

.4

Disagree 120 (60.3) 61(73,5%) 48(82.8%) 229.(67.4%

Chi squared =.12.18 sign. at the 0.002 level with -2

degrees of freedom

It is evident from the diskributions that respondents
from larger popu'ation centers are less likely to feel

that the theory of evolution should be eliminated from

the curriculum.

Item 2. 17-25 26-'35 36-45 over 45 Total

,Agreement 25(18.5%)26(25.5% 16(43.2%) 44(67.7%) 111(32.7%)

Disagree 111(81.5%) '76(74.5%) 21(56.8%) 21(32.3%) 228(67.3%)

Chi squared = 52.7.4 sign. beyond the .0.001 level with

3 degrees of frOdom

It is evident from tie results that-proportionately more
of the younger groups are willing to tolerate th each-

ing of the theory of evolution. It is noted that-th

group over 45 years of age 'were in agreement with th

item, thus believing that the theory of evolution .shou d

!pot be included in the'curriculum:

Item 3.

Agreement

Female . Total

39 (42 5 . 8 %) 70(37.6%) 109(32.3%)

Disagree 112(74..2%) 116(62.A%) 228(67.7%) e

Chi Sqpared = 4.78 sign. at the 0.05
deree of freedom.

The male respondents were significantly' more in dis-

agreement with the statement-than the fem es.

,Item 4. student teacher other Total,

Agreement 22(23:7%) 45(29.8%) 44(45.8%) 111(32:60

A 0
level with 1
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71(76..4 %) '106(70.2%) 52(54.2%) 2.29(07.4%)

Chi squared = 11.57 sign. .at the 0.003 level with 2

degrees of freedom

As is indicated by the distribution, the group comprised,
of other than students and teachers were more inclined

to agree with the statement with 45.8% of them )DelieVing
that evolution should not be taught in the-schools:

Item 5. Elem Secondary College Grad Or Prof -~ Total

Agree 15(68.2%) 28(50.9%) 34(28.8%) 34(23.4%) 111432.6%)

Disagree 7(31.8%) 27(49.1%) 84(71.2%) 111(76.6%) 229(67.4%)

Chi squared = 27.35 sign. at the 0.001 level and beyond

with 3 degrees of freedom

It is evident from the data that the responses vary accord:-

ing to the educational level of the respondents. Individuals
with more training are more tolerant toward the teaching
of evolution than those with less training.

12. I believe it should be unlawful to teach the Biblical
account of creation in the public schools,

(A) 23(5:7%) (B) 28(6.9%). (C)38(9.4%) (D)178(44.1%)

(E) 137(33.9%)

The esults are overwhelmingly in disagreement with the

statement with 78% of the respondents indicating dis-
agreement. There-were no significant differences across
the categories intems 1-5.

13. The teaching of evolution violates my religious beliefs. -

(A)76(18.9%) (B)'54 (13.4 %) (C)60(14,9%) (D)129(32.1%)

(E)83(20.6%)
1

The results indicate that the majority of those res-
ponding (52.7%) ,do not belieVe that the teaching of
evolution violates their religious beliefs. A chi

squared test of significance yielded a value of 9.83
which is significant at .thd 001 level with 1 degree of

freedom. .Further TLalysis across categories in "items

1-5 resultedin significant differences for items 1,2,

and.3. The distributions for these tests are included

below:

. 2.0
'
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Item 1..

41

17.

Rural . Small City Urban Area Total

Agreement 96 (45.9%) 19(26.0%) 15(25.0%) 130(38.0%) .

Disagree 113(54.1%) 54(74.0%) 45(75.01) 212(62.0%)

Chi squared = 14.33 sign. at the 0.001 level with 2

degrees of freedom.

It is evident that the respondents differ in their opin-

ions according to their demographic origins. Individuals
from rural areas are more inclined td agree with the
statementthan those from larger population centers

. (45.9% versus 25

Item 2. 17-25

%).

26-35 36-45 Carer 45 Total

Agree 41(31.5%) 36(32.4%) 14(45.2%) 38(55.1 %) 129(37.8%)

Disagree89(68.5% 75(67.6%) 17(54.8%) 31(44.9 %.) 212(62.2%)-

Chi squared = 12.99 sign. at the 0.01 level with 3
degrees of freedom

.

It is evident, froth the distributions that respondents
from the oider age groups are more likely to agree with
the statement than are those from the younger groups.-

Item 3. Male Female Total.

Agreement 46(30.51) 82(43/A%) .128(37:8%))

Disagreement 105(69.5% "106(5.6...4%) 211(62:2%)

Chi squared =5.62'sign. at the 0.02 level with 1
degree -of freedom

..

It is evidept"fipm the diStributions thet the female

,group disagre.ed fess strongly than themale grotip.

14- ,School science teachers .unduly influence students Into

accepting the theory grevolution.

(A)38(9.4% (B)88(21.8%) (C)88(21*.8%) (D)13.8(34.2%)

(E)51(12.7%)'

The results indicate That no clear majority agree or

disagree with. ti7e statement but significantly moreof the
respondents. disagree with the statement than agree.(chi square

21
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8.46 sign. at the 0.01 level with 1 degree of freedom)

Further analysis across the qategories'in items 1-5 in-

dicated that significant differences existed for items'2,

1 4 and 5. The distributions for these are included below:

or,

Item 2. 17-25 26-35 36-45 Over -45 Total

AgreemeZ58(43.6%)5(26.9%) 11(34.4%) 32(57.1%) 126(40.1%)

pisagred -75(56..4%)68(73.1%) 21(65.6%) 24(42.9%) 188(59.9%)

Chi squared = 14.65 sign. at the 0.002 level with 3

degrees of fredom

The results indicate that significantly more of the

respondents in the over 45 age'group agree with the
statement than:from the'other groups. This group is

the only one of-the four-which agreed with the statement

more than they-disagreed with it.

.

Item 4. StUdent- Teacher Other Total

Agreement 44(50%) 38(27.7%) 44(48.9i) 126(40%)

Disagree 44(500 99(72.3%) 46(5,1.1%) 189(60%)

Chi Squared = 15.21 sign. at the 0.001 level with 2

degrees of freedom

The results indicate that the teacher group is uniquely

different in their responses to the item than >the two

other groups. They disagree very significantly with

the statement while the other two groups are approxi-.

I

mately equally divided on the issue.

Item 5. Elem Secondary College Grad,or,Prof Total

Agreement13(59.1%) 24(48%) 54(47%) 35(27.3%) 126,(40 %)

Disagree 9(40.9% 26(52%) 61(53%) 93(72,7%) 189(60%),

Chi squared = 15.54 sign. at the 0.001 level with 3.

degrees of freedom.

The distributions reveal that individuals with elemen-

tary educational levels tend to agree with the state-

ment and that individuals in the graduate and professional

q ,

,

. .22..
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level, of educational training tend to disagree with the
statement. It should be noted that most of the group who
have graduate training are also teachers which may
actually be a larger factor than educational training.

15. The Biblical account of creation should be taught as a
scientific fact.

_

'(A) 43(10.2,4-(B) 66(16.5%) (C) 104 (26.0 %) (D) 122 (30.5 %)

(E) 65(16.21)

The results indicate two important findings; (1) a

sizable number of the. group are undecided on this
question (26.0$); and (2) the remainder of the group
tend to disagree significantly more than,agree with the
statement. (chi squared = 10.28 sign. at the 0.01 level
with 1 degee of freedom) Further analysis across the
categories in items'1-5 revealed that significant dif-
ferences exist_for items 4 and 5. The distributions for
these tests are included below:

Item 4. Student Teacher Other Total
.,

36(27.3%) 46.(51.1%) 109(36.8%)Agreement 27(36.5%)

Disagree 47(63.5%) 96(72.7% 44(48.9%) 187(63.2%)

Chi squared = 13.08 sign. at the...0,001 level with 2
degrees of freedom,,

It is noted-from the distributions that thestudent
group and especially the teacher. group were more likely
to disagree with the statement while the other'group
was approximately equally divided on the statement-.

z

Item 5. Elect Secondary College Grad or Prof Total

-Agree 11(50%) 26(54.2%) 40(5D%) 32(25.4%) 109(36.8%)

22(45.8%) 60(60%) 94(74.6%)
ri

187(63.2%)Disagreell(50 %)

Chi squared 15.35 sign. at the 0.002 level with 3
degrees of freedom._

It is noted from the distributions that those individuals
with greater educational training tend to disagree With

1-the statement while those with less training are fairly
A equally divided on the statement.

2 3'
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The resultsfrom the analysis of these data_indicate

that a majority (78.2%) of the respondents believe that the

Bible is-an historically accurate document but are divided

in opinion as to its scientific aCcu acy. They feel that

they have.an excellent understanding of the Bibli.cal account

of creation but are leSs confident of their knowledge of

theories of evolution. They generally do not believe that

man and ape evolved from a common ancestor yet they are

.more .tolerant than not toward allowing-the theory of
r

evolution to be taught in the public schools. They are

strongly in favor of the Biblical 'account being taught in

the public schools with only 12.6% indicating, that it should

not be. A majority of 52.7% do not believe the teaching of

the theory of evolution violated their religious beliefs:

-While 32.3% believe it does. Significantly more of the

group, especially the teachers, do'not,believethat science

teachers unduly influence students into accepting the-theory

of evolution; but a sizable number (21.8%) were undecided

on this question and the nonteacher group was approxiriLtely

equally divided on ;the statement. A minority of 27.2% of

the group believe the Biblical Account of creation should

The taught as a scientificfact,and an'additional 26.0%were

undecided on this question: Only 46.7% of 'the g-roup dis-

agreed with the-item.
.

The results"from crosstabu1ation.across the categories

24 ,
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in items 1-5 generally indicated more acceptance and toler-
,-.

. ance toward the th)ory of evolalon to be manifested by

respondents, from larger population centeidt,\higher educa-

tional levels and male versus female respOpdents. .Teachers
__

were usually more tolerant than non - teachers in their re-
,

sponses but the,se differences could be rslated to-educe:

tional background.,_

The results from this investigation seem to justify

the conclusion that teachers in science are 5uppotted in

their right to teach-the thery of evolution. They should

realize that tactfulness in approaching the subject is ad-.

visable since a definite percentage of those who they teach

could be offended. The advice offered by this writer is

consistent with that oftfered by R. A. Lyman in 1969. His

advice eo teachers.of biology was aS folltws: "Fortunately,'
$

teachers_ need only introduce students to ideas. Unlike

missionaries, they should not feel Obligated to convince

anyone. Students will convince themselves if given a little

encouragement and a little time." (Lyman, 1. 248). Above all

'science' teachers must teach science as a pi.ocess of con-

tinuous inquiry which assumes no absolute knowledge of'any-

thing but'an ever growing knowledge of everything,

A

*25'
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